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WELCOME TO NEW
SUBSCRIBERS

T

his Newsletter is a semi-annual educational tool
for Implement Inspectors, Technical Managers,
interested Throws Officials, and certification
chairs.
Input and suggestions are always
welcome. This copy is being sent to about 880 officials
around the world. We welcome our new subscribers
with this issue:
Last Name

Aro
Augusta
Cooper
Jacobs
Jost
Neubauer
Ringeisen
Sutton
TolbertMcClinton

First Name

Association

Mike
Darrell
Craig
Harold
Brian
Lance
Rick
Dick

Pacific
Southern California
Georgia
Florida
Pacific Northwest
Lakeville, MN
Hawaii

Connie

Alabama

If you know someone who could benefit by getting this
information, please send his or her address or e-mail
address to the editor. Likewise, if you are no longer
interested in being on our mailing list, also let me know.
For faster delivery, and for updates in between
newsletters, send me your e-mail address. If you’re
getting this by US mail, I don’t have your current e-mail
address.

CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

L

ast year I started keeping track of the number of
high school rubber disci that were rejected. I only
knew of 42 rubber discs that were inspected during
the year. Of those, 36 were rejected as illegal. That
is almost 86%. The problem is, I don’t know if that is really
representative of the total number of rubber disci used in
the high schools
Chair: Bob Springer
around
the
10063 Arrowsmith Ave. S.
country.
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suspicion is that
e-mail: bobspringer2@comcast.net
86%
is
representative
based on the

number of them that I have disqualified in the past. In
order to make any kind of general statement, I need a
much larger sample of rubber disci. Please send me
inspection reports that list the number of implements
checked, the number disqualified and the reasons. Please
list rubber disci separately from steel rimmed ones. The
more reports I get, the more accurate the summary.
Please email those to me at bobspringer2@comcast.net .
Earlier, Mike Armstrong and a few others came up with a
Venue Checklist designed for high school coaches to use
for checking their site to make sure it is adequate for their
needs. In looking over that checklist, I noticed that much
of it would be useful for Technical Managers. There were
other items that would need to be there, but the basis of
the idea is that checklist. I started one and then called on
the other three Technical Managers that were selected for
this year’s meets and George Kleeman who was
instrumental in getting that position put in. Those other
officials are Carroll DeWeese, David Katz and Tony
Wayne. Once we came up with a listing, I turned it over to
one of Pacific Northwest’s officials, Ed Viering, who does
this kind of thing for a living and Ed put the final touches
on it to make it readable and useful. That checklist is
posted
in
the
Best
Practices
area
at
<http://www.usatf.org/groups/officials/files/resources/techn
ical-officials/technical-manager-checklist-Mar2014.pdf>.
Anyone receiving this newsletter is welcome to help put it
out by submitting articles. These articles need to relate to
the subject of the committee. Any problems that come up
may be sent to us as well. Keep us informed as to what is
happening out there.

E&FSS ANNUAL MEETING

T

he subcommittee annual meeting was held on
th
Thursday, Dec. 5 in Indianapolis, IN. Until the
meeting minutes are posted to the USATF site, they
are temporarily located at:
http://home.comcast.net/~ikstrums/2013_EFSS_meeting_
minutes.pdf
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RULE CHANGES AFFECTING
EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES

T

he following USATF rules changes, as regards
equipment & facilities specifications, were
examined at the annual meeting in Indianapolis.
The final dispositions are in bold:
Item 6: Amends Rule 264.4 to allow the setting of
American outdoor field event records on wooden circles
and runways. [Item 69 from 2012] Approved

Item 17: Revises Rule 137.3 for placement of electronic
measuring instruments. Technical requirements shall be
considered from the equipment manufacturer and
implement calibration specifications. [IAAF conformity]
Approved
Item 61: Revises Rule 180.17 to require a javelin runway
to be a minimum of 33.5 m long at Championships. Also
advises that the minimum length should be 36.5 m, where
feasible. [IAAF conformity] Approved
Item 62: Added Rule 180.21 which allows the placing of a
marker for existing world, national, area or meet records,
as appropriate. Marker must be placed outside the
landing area/sector. Approved
Item 63: Amended Rule 181.16, requiring the surfaces of
the crossbar supports to be smooth. Approved
Item 73: Rewrites Rules 187.3 and 187.4 (assistance in
the throws) for IAAF conformity, but also allows the use of
gloves in the weight throw. Approved
Item 74: Amends Rule 191.7 by eliminating the length
specification of the hammer handle. [IAAF conformity]
Approved
Item 75: Clarifies Rule 191.9 by noting the hammer
weight includes the totality of the hammer head, wire and
handle. [IAAF conformity] Approved
Item 76: Amends Rule 193.1.c by specifying that the head
of the javelin (not the tip or point) must first contact the
ground for a fair throw. [IAAF conformity] Approved
Item 77: Amends Rule 193.7, Note 1 by clarifying how to
interpret the cross section and diameter rules for the
javelin. [IAAF conformity] Approved
Item 78:
Adds the 40 degree maximum tip angle
specification to the rule for IAAF conformity. Approved
Item 79: Amends Rule 195.9 by restoring the specification
table for the throwing weights. Approved
Item 94: Amends Rule 264.1 by requiring that implements
used in world record-setting performances be recertified
after the event, in addition to certification right after the

record throw. It also removes the Combined Events
exclusion. [IAAF conformity] Approved
(Rev. A) Other: Incorporates WMA rules changes from
Oct 13. These are addressed in the next section.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(Rev. A) World Masters Athletics (WMA) passed their
package of rules changes in October. Several of those
changes were adopted by USATF; the details are:
1. WMA age group W60-74 now throws the 500 g javelin
instead of the 400 g (adopted by USATF for 2014).
2. WMA men’s max shot diameter is now 130 mm. Also,
the WMA 2 kg shot max diameter has been increased to
110 mm (both rules now match USATF Masters rules).
3. The WMA 750 g discus max diameter has been
increased to 182 mm (adopted by USATF for 2014).
4. WMA affirms the IAAF rules change which deletes the
minimum hammer length specification (adopted separately
by USATF as an IAAF conformity item).
5. Diameter for the WMA 2 kg hammer head has been
expanded to 75-100 mm (adopted by USATF for 2014).
Please see Editor’s note in the Equipment Corner section.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fabricating a Javelin
The Discovery Channel’s “How It’s Made” series includes
a five minute episode on how javelins are manufactured.
It is available on YouTube at:
http://youtu.be/bujFq-9Pu04

EQUIPMENT CORNER

I

f you have any information on equipment that you
have purchased or built to help with your weight
and measures or technical managers’ activities,
please pass along the information. One of our goals is
to disseminate this type of information.

Jo-Jo Throws discus
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The Jo-Jo Throws discus is an attempt to create an
implement that leaves a mark on the ground where it
lands. It has been developed by a small company in
California and is advertised as an aid in spotting the
landing during both practice and competition. The discus
incorporates an inner chamber that contains chalk; the
impact of landing ejects some chalk thru two screens.
Bob Springer was contacted last year by the company
regarding advice and legality of the discus. They also
supplied a sample which was made from a VS Athletics
1.6 kg discus. This sample was taken to the annual
meeting in Indy and generated much conversation during
the EFSS committee meeting. Details of the discussion,
and pictures, are contained in the meeting minutes,
http://home.comcast.net/~ikstrums/2013_EFSS_meeting_
minutes.pdf
The consensus was that (1) the discus is legal for
competition as long as the two screens remain intact and
do not pop out, and (2) the chalk chamber must be empty
during weigh-ins.
Since that time, Bob has passed on the Committee’s
concerns to the developers for their consideration. The
discus was weighed with the following results:
- The entire discus, without any chalk inside, weighed
1.618 kg.
- The rim weighed 1.129 kg.
- Therefore this discus has a rim weight of 70%.
- A charge of uncompressed chalk weighed 8 g.
Bob also reports the following:
I know this is hard to believe, but I had some trouble
finding a good rainy day to see what happens during the
rain. We had rain, but generally not at a time when I could
be home and do the checking.
I took the discus out during a moderate rain. With the
reservoir filled with chalk, I just tossed the discus a couple
of feet. My backyard is certainly not big enough for a
normal throw, but I felt that would be good enough. The
first toss resulted in a good mark. I left the discus on the
ground for several minutes before continuing the test
program. That was to simulate time spent retrieving the
discus as well as time waiting for another throw. The
second toss left a reasonable mark. I immediately picked
it up and tossed again. No mark was left. I have pictures
of all of that and will give you a link later on. I then picked
up the discus and tossed it about 10 feet in the air to see if
that helped. No marks were left after several such tosses.
I took the discus inside and took it apart. Pictures of that
are available as well. The reservoir was about half full of
chalk. When I dumped it out, about half of what was left
came out. The rest was clumped together and had to be
washed out.
Several days later, after a heavy rain, I went out on a very
wet backyard to repeat the test. This time I did not delay
after the first toss. This time I was able to get a mark from

the chalk the first four times, but not after that. I did the
toss the discus into the air about 10 feet after not getting a
mark and saw no mark.
The pictures that Ivars and I took are available for
download at:
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/25530047/JoJo%20T
hrows.zip
The zip file runs about 40MB and will not upload with email
on my account which is why I have done it this way.
In that file are two folders. One is the pictures that Ivars
took on his weight testing and the other is the ones I took
on the rain test.
I will note that the developers are from Los Angeles and
were not aware that track and field is conducted in the
rain. I told them about the problems that Stephanie Brown
Trafton had at the 2012 Olympic Trials in the qualifying
round. For those that don't remember, we had standing
water in the ring and she fell on her first two trials.
The next step for this discus is the IAAF Technical
Committee. I will package it up and send it to David Katz
later this week.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(Rev. A) Revised WMA Implement Specifications
WMA and USATF have expanded the allowable min &
max head diameters for the 2 kg hammer. The new max
diameter is 100 mm, which is an existing size among
shots and hammers.
However, the new minimum
diameter, 75 mm, is a new size and will require a new
measurement gauge or other inspection method.
WMA and USATF have increased the allowable
maximum diameter of the 750 g discus to 182 mm. The
other dimensions remain unchanged. However, a new
measurement gauge will be required for this discus.
The editor will arrange for an existing gauge supplier to
add these to their offerings and validate the dimensions.
Anyone wishing to receive notice when the new gauges
are available please send the editor a note at
TF_ikstrums@comcast.net

THE TRAINING CENTER
his is a regular feature of this newsletter, where
we discuss the method of measuring an
implement, venue or a track facility. Your
comments or areas of interest are welcome. It
is through this kind of dialogue that we learn from each
other and improve our skills. Send the editor your
stories and questions.

T

Inspecting the hammer
Hammer inspection can be grouped into the following
areas:
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Construction
Connection
Weight
Dimensions
Other considerations
Construction

The hammer consists of a head (ball), wire and handle.
A.1

The Head

The rule books vary slightly in defining the head. All the
rule books agree that the head must be solid, and USATF
further requires no detectable internal motion by feel, sight
or sound. All rule books require the head to be spherical.
Only USATF requires the finish of the head to be smooth.
All rule books require the center of gravity to be no more
than 6 mm from the center of the sphere.
Examine the head for cracks, large flat spots or dents.
The presence of a crack suggests a heavy collision with a
cage post or other object, and that the integrity of the head
is compromised; impound such an implement. Similarly,
internal movement inside a head is cause for
disqualification. Any significant dent or flat spot violates
the spherical requirement. Small dimples are ok. See
Section E for more.
Check the swivel plug. Ensure it is tight.
A.2

The Wire

All the rule books require the wire to be a continuous piece
of spring steel, not less than 3 mm in diameter, that can
not stretch appreciably while the hammer is thrown. Wires
are normally looped on both ends for attachment to the
handle and swivel. Only USATF restricts the maximum
diameter of the wire loops to 19.5 mm diameter or less.
The latter is to prevent overly large loops from stretching
during throws, possibly allowing the hammer to elongate
past its maximum allowable length.
Remove any tape from the wire, particularly from the wire
loops. These locations will be retaped later. Check for
illegal weights under the tape. Check for the condition of
the wire under the tape. Athletic tape, in particular, can
remain wet for a while and start corroding the wire
underneath.
Check the diameter of the wire in three locations. Then
pinch the wire on one end and run your fingers the length
of the wire, feeling for kinks or areas of necking in the
wire. Kinks and necking create stress risers and are likely
locations for the wire to fail. In the case of the latter,
impound the implement unless the athlete can change the
wire and resubmit for inspection.
Mild curling of the wire is allowable. It is a judgment call
as to how curled a wire can be before it should be
replaced.
Check the size of the loops at both ends of the wire for
USATF-sanctioned meets. If the loop is too wide, carefully

squeeze the loop with padded pliers until it meets the 19.5
mm maximum.
A.3

The Handle

The handle consists of a grip, braces and loop. It must
have a symmetrical design and be rigid without any
hinging joints or looseness in the brace-to-grip connection.
The handle has elasticity and strength specifications, but
these can not be checked by an Inspector in the field.
The handle previously had a 110 mm maximum length
specification, but this requirement was eliminated starting
with 2014 by the IAAF and USATF. The NCAA still carries
the length spec.
The handle grip may be straight or curved. The bails can
be straight, symmetrically curved or symmetrically bent.
Check the handle for physical distortion, damage and
loose joints; any of these conditions are grounds for
replacement of the handle or impounding the hammer.
B.

Connection

The wire must be attached to the handle via the loop in the
handle; a swivel may not be used. The wire is attached to
the head via a swivel.
Check the swivel for cracking or distortion; both are
impoundable conditions. Oil the swivel if necessary.
C.

Weight

The basic hammer weights are 2 kg, 3 kg, 4 kg, 5 kg, 12
lb, 6 kg and 7.260 kg. These cover the full slate of Youth,
Juniors, Collegiate, Open and Masters competition.
While the NFHS allows the hammer throw as a special
event (NFHS Rule 8-2-1), it says nothing about the
specifications for the boys and girls hammers. Therefore,
in those high school meets where the hammer is thrown, it
is recommended to use the USATF Youth Rules which
specify the 12 lb and 4 kg hammers, respectively.
Check the weight. This is most easily done by placing the
handle on the scale and then putting the head in the
handle so it doesn't roll. Ensure the wire does not contact
anything in the process. Also ensure the wire loop is
pointing away from everyone in case it snaps loose.
D.

Dimensions

All rule books now have maximum allowable hammer
lengths only; the minimum length specifications have been
eliminated. The 7.260 kg, 6 kg and 12 lb hammers must
be not more than 1215 mm from the inside of the grip to
the end of the head. The 5 kg hammer’s max length is
1200 mm. For 4 kg, 3 kg and 2 kg implements, the
maximum is 1195 mm.
When measuring length, ensure the wire is straight and
not stretched or curled. The weight of the hammer itself is
usually not enough to straighten the wire, particularly if the
wire has been curled from normal use or for transport.
Applying additional tension may be necessary. Be careful
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not to apply too much tension so as to stretch the wire, the
wire loops, or handle. With a hammer stretcher, be
careful to make sure the handle and ball are properly
placed so neither will come loose as the tension is
increased. Tighten until the wire is reasonably straight.
The intent is to straighten the wire, not replicate the
tension experienced during a throw. Some inspectors use
a standard tension, such as 50 lb, when stretching the
wire. When taut, use the gauge to check the maximum
length. Be careful in doing this measurement. If you are
using the TRACKMASTER(TM) or Gill hammer stand, we
recommend you use a "C" clamp to hold it firmly to the
table surface.

The above swivel was damaged in a collision with a cage
post. While this is an extreme example, any swivel that is
cracked, necked or elongated should be disqualified.

For larger meets, consider placing a second hammer
stretcher at the check-in desk. This is for athletes to
perform a length check before signing in the hammer. If
this is done, perform a verification of this stretcher vs. your
primary stretcher to ensure they both read the same.
Check the hammer head diameter and roundness, using
the same gauges as for the shot. The hammer should be
essentially spherical. It must pass in at least three
different planes. If it doesn't pass, impound it.
Check the center of gravity by placing the hammer head
sideways on a 12 mm diameter horizontal sharp-edge
orifice; that is, the swivel should be oriented horizontally,
which isolates the measurement to the most critical axis
for the hammer. It passes if it doesn’t fall off.

Once a swivel lug is cracked or begins to fail, its
separation can be catastrophic.

The above broken wire was found under several wraps of
athletic tape.

Correct CG measurement

NOT a useful measurement

If the hammer passes all the above checks, tape the ends
of the wire with electrical or duct tape to keep it from
unraveling and so the wire ends don’t get caught in the
cage netting. Use more tape rather than less. This is a
safety concern. Use tape of different colors as the
certification mark of the day. Different colors can also be
used to differentiate between the six different hammer
weights at a Masters meet.
E.

Other Considerations

A kinked wire must be retired.
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Loose joint

Be wary of distorted handles (above left). The bale-to-grip
joint may be compromised; the handle should be retired.
The bale (above right) had broken out of this grip. The
owner had apparently drilled a hole in the grip, pushed the
bale thru, and ball-peened the end. The joint was loose
and a small crack is visible at the end of the grip. This
handle must be impounded.

Cracked or otherwise damaged
impounded and retired from use.

handles

must

be

The crack in the above left stainless hammer head was
large enough that the internal fill material had begun to
leak out. The hammer head at right was severely
damaged during competition and immediately removed
from service.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HISTORY
"Track and Field Officials: I am in the process of trying to
write a history of Implement Inspection in the United
States. I have some write-ups from a few areas of the
country but if any of you have any information , references
or knowledge of how implements were inspected and
certified in your area, I would appreciate a brief note giving
name of early individuals involve, contact information,
dates, meets where implement inspection was first done.
What kind of scales were used? I am particularly
interested in history before 1980. This is part of my writing
a history of throwing implements and how the rules have
changed over the last 120 years since the resurgence of
track and field following the Civil War. You can send
information
to
George
Kleeman
at
George_kleeman@comcast.net. If there are any foreign
officials who see this note, I am also interested in
information about how your area did implement
inspections."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DOCUMENT LINKS
The Implement Inspector’s Handbook has been revised
for 2014 and is undergoing an internal review. When
released, it will be available at the bottom of this link:
http://www.usatf.org/groups/officials/resources/fieldevents/
Be mindful of extra weight that has been attached with
tape.
The weight can easily be removed during
competition. Weigh the hammer after any such add-ons
have been removed.

The Implement Specifications Best Practice and the
Implement Inspection Preparations Best Practice are also
available at the above link. Look for the March 14 version
of the Implement Specifications Best Practice, which
includes a note about the WMA javelin change.
Past EFSS newsletters are located at:
http://www.usatf.org/groups/officials/newsletters/

